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primary teacher in 1983. It wasn't a
job I enjoyed, and by the time I left
in 1988, I had a degree in Japanese
and worked part time as a language
teacher. I loved my job, but came to
the conclusion that I was faking it. I
didn't really understand Japanese or

speak it any better than I did English,
but I loved the adventure of foreign

culture. I packed my bags and moved
to Japan. I worked for a year as a

reporter for a small English language
magazine and attended night school
to work towards a qualification in

organisational communication. I later
studied Japanese again, and now I
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teach English in Japan.Q: Hex code
for the 'debug' string in perl I am
using perl to interpret hexdumps
from files produced by a piece of

software, but when the software exits
an unhandled exception occurs, and I
get the following message: Perl has

detected a fatal error Perl has
stopped running. Press Control-C to
terminate immediately Is there a perl
module which will convert this 'fatal

error' message to its hex
representation? A: From perldiag: $
perldiag Unknown exception X. See
perllocale for more information This

is just an error message,
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unfortunately there is no special
meaning in the hex representation of

it. You can do it manually: my
$fatal_error = 0x10434343; print

"\x{$fatal_error} "; Of course, you
can write a program that does a

binary search for the various hex
codes, and if it finds them it can

print the message to STDOUT. The
"control-C" message comes from

your command line interpreter, not
from Perl. The exception stack trace
is in the perldiag output. A: A bit late
to the party, but one option would be

to make the fatal error error into a
Perl object, then use
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Module::Metadata to extract the hex
literal for the message. my

$fatal_error = Class->new(name =>
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